SermonIndex Announcements :: Updating Ministry Info Pages

Updating Ministry Info Pages - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2011/1/22 16:34
Brothers and Sisters,
We are in the process of updating the ministry information pages "About us" and "Contact us". We want to ensure we ca
n convey the vision and heart of this ministry to you clearly and also try to answer any questions you would have. Pleas
e review both pages currently and send any suggestions of questions we have not attempted to answer and we will cons
ider adding them. Or any better ways we can state our answers.
Also please note we have taken off the contact us form and are just having the email there as the communication option.
I feel strongly about this so it ensures no email communication is coming from this website therefore the problems with s
pam and domain blocking, etc are small or nil! This is an issue many larger websites face and my choice is to make sur
e we don't even waste time with it. (90% of all email communication on the web is spam!).

About This Ministry
https://www.sermonindex.net/about.php
Contact This Ministry
https://www.sermonindex.net/contact.php

Re: Updating Ministry Info Pages - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2011/1/22 19:14
I will appreciate your feedback on this saints as you feel led.
Re: - posted by mguldner (), on: 2011/1/23 0:15
Very cool, I always wondered how to download videos off the site! That is much appreciated. :)
Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2011/1/23 3:18
Any other feedback would be wonderful.
Re: - posted by fromtheold (), on: 2011/1/23 13:00
I've looked for the music countless times just to remember they are in the sermons, tucked under.
It could be nice to tell people where the music is.
Just an idea I see could be added to FAQ.
Re: - posted by fromtheold (), on: 2011/1/23 13:02
Oh and this is something i've thought about for years. I know i'm taking a chance now but you did ask.
If you create a banner people can embed on their sites and supply the code with it to make it easy for those that dont kn
ow how these things work.
That way people can advertise SI on their blogs and websites.
Just an idea.
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Re: - posted by sermonindex (), on: 2011/1/25 3:07
Great suggestions brother, they will be definitely considered!
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